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Dean Sagatun-Edwards takes leave of absence
Chemotherapy treatments to begin ‘very soon’
KIMBERLY LIEN
STAFF WRITER

The Dean of the College of Applied Sciences and Arts, Inger Sagatun-Edwards, was recently diag-

nosed with pancreatic cancer.
After learning of the diagnosis,
Sagatun-Edwards decided to take a
three-month sick leave.
In an e-mail message, Sagatun-Edwards stated, “I love my job as dean

dearly, and am devastated to have to
take this leave when we have so many
plans for the future. I will miss you all,
and hope to be back in good health
soon.”
Department of Kinesiology Chair

Shirley H. M. Reekie said SagatunEdwards had privately informed the
department chairs of the college
about the diagnosis before her public
e-mail announcement.
“Tremendously sad,” Reekie said.

“What else can you say? I think everybody knows about the zeal and
enthusiasm she brought to the job.
It’s disappointing to all of us, but primarily sad.”
Reekie also said Sagatun-Edwards
encouraged everyone to keep in touch
see DEAN, page 3

Inger Sagatun-Edwards

Award winning Masters degree
author hosts program ships
discussion across Pacific
James Kelman to talk
about art in King library
SAMIE HARTLEY
STAFF WRITER

ABOVE: James Kelman, a San Jose State University visiting scholar
shares a laugh with students in his graduate seminar in fiction writing class
on Monday. BELOW: Liane Gazetta, a graduate student studying creative
writing, listens to Kelman’s Monday lecture. Kelman is this semester’s
Lurie distinguished chair of creative writing.

Booker Prize-winning author
James Kelman, who is a guest professor at San Jose State University
this semester, will share his views
about literary art today at Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library.
Center of Literary Arts Director Mitch Berman said the Booker
Prize, an award that honors writing from all English-speaking
countries, is more prestigious than
the Pulitzer. Kelman, who won the
prize in 1994 for his novel, “How
late it was, how late,” is the Lurie distinguished chair of creative
writing this semester.
Berman said the Lurie Chair
was established by Connie and
Robert Lurie to bring published
authors to teach at SJSU.
“The Lurie Chair is the only endowed chair in the College of Humanities and the Arts, and it has
brought a writer of international
distinction to SJSU for a semester

each year for the past eight years,”
Berman said.
Kelman will be interviewed by
Berman at the library at noon. After the half-hour discussion, the audience will participate in a question
and answer session until 1 p.m.
The author will return to the library at 7:30 p.m. to read from his
works, answer questions and sign
books, Berman said.
Kelman is teaching two courses
this semester, Special Topics in Literature and a graduate seminar in
fiction writing.
Despite publishing many novels and short stories in the past 20
years, Kelman said he doesn’t think
writing is a job you choose like deciding to become a dentist.
“It’s not a career choice. It is a
way of life,” Kelman said. “You
have to be excited about something. You have to be passionate
about things.”
He said since writing is a way
of life, he doesn’t wait around for

Ocean to Guam
Satellite course set to
aid territory in need
RAINIER RAMIREZ
STAFF WRITER

The department of communicative disorders and sciences is
reaching out to the University of
Guam to help fulfill a great need
for speech-language pathologists.
This one-time program to allow students in Guam to earn a
masters degree in speech-language pathology has been made
possible because of an $800,000
grant from the United States Department of Education, and a
partnership between the Univer-

sity of Guam and San Jose State
University.
It is a follow up to an SJSU
bachelor’s degree program in
speech-language pathology that
was from 1999 to 2003 at the
University of Guam. The master’s program in Guam will be
following the same master’s program at SJSU.
Gloria Weddington, professor
and department chair of communicative disorders and sciences at
SJSU, is the director of the massee Guam, page 3

Some students feel
safer at SJSU with
Groundskeepers talk trash, campus upkeep
police escorts
‘There is no such thing as a recycling fairy’
PHOTOS BY ZACH BEECHER/ PHOTO EDITOR

CARLA MANCEBO
STAFF WRITER

Three campus groundskeepers were
pleased to talk about a problem cluttering the
campus — trash in recycling bins.
“Trash is always mixed, students don’t
bother. They just throw it in the closest place
they can find and sometimes that’s the floor,”
said Beinvenido Raniel, a campus groundskeeper.
While sweeping cigarette butts off the
floor, groundskeeper Edwin Madamba discussed the unfairness of having to clean up
after the students who don’t recycle.
“It’s not right but when I see a plastic bottle in the trash, I move it,” he said.
Last week an old man was gripping a bag,
scavenging garbage cans for bottles and cans,
while the blue bins splashed around the campus are empty or filled with banana peels.
Amie Frisch majoring in environmental
studies blames improper recycling on the

see KELMAN page 4

Crime statistics available
through UPD Web site

poor labeling of bins, the lack of them on
campus and some students’ apathy.
Professor of Environmental Studies, Bruce
Olszewski, says some people’s indifference to
recycling comes from the idea that “mom”
will take care of it when they don’t.
“The reality is that, no, there is no such
thing as the recycling fairy,” he said. “We are
grownups now; we have to act in a responsible manner.”
Olszewski, who in 1998 received a grant
to purchase the recycling bins seen strewn
around campus, said he believes the way to
end waste is for people to take responsibility.
“I often tell people if you want to save the
environment, you want to save trees, recycle
your paper,” Olszewski said. “Re-use the other side first and recycle and that is what we
can be doing here.”
Though, a number of students realize the
importance of preserving the earth, they stop
see RECYCLE, page 4

JOSH WEAVER
STAFF WRITER
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The overall safety at San Jose
State University on a daily basis
can be summed up in two words,
“very safe,” according to University Police Sgt. John Laws.
“For the most part I feel okay
walking alone to and from class,”
said Christian Omphroy, a junior
majoring in mechanical engineering.
Omphroy said that his only encounter with a criminal situation on
campus occurred when his roommate had his cell phone stolen.
When he and his roommate
called the missing cell phone the

guy on the other end of the line
asked for money in exchange for
the phone, Omphroy said. The
two students then alerted the
University Police Department
who apprehended the suspect.
“We do a good job at catching
them and writing reports,” said
Laws, who has been with UPD since
1988 and a sergeant since 1996.
The UPD utilizes 34 sworn police officers Laws said. Five UPD
officers are on duty per shift to patrol the 154-acre campus of SJSU
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Sophomore
Jessica Jones,
majoring in history, who lives in
Campus Village, said she felt resee SAFETY, page 3
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you
want to test a manʼs character, give him power.
— Abraham Lincoln
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YOU WRITE LIKE A GIRL:

Women breaking down barriers for others to hold high-level jobs
Wanna hear a joke?
(This parenthetical line was left to increase anticipation for the punch line.)
Women’s rights.
If you just laughed, let out a little chuckle or cracked
a smile — you have been found guilty.
Guilty of having a sense of humor, congratulations! You are now the proud owner of this issue of
the Spartan Daily and honored with reading the rest
of my column, which, in fact, has some substance.
A good friend’s teenage brother told me this joke and
despite being a woman, I laughed just as you may have.
A split second later, my smile faded and I felt
ashamed and empowered to give credit where credit
is due.
Scoot over Sara Spivey, I am the feminist of the hour.
Five days ago Harvard University announced the
name of its new university president — Ms. Drew Gilpin Faust.
As the first female president at Harvard, Faust commented that she is honored by the appointment and
“stressed the importance of breaking down barriers,”
according to The Brown Daily Herald.
In 317 years of existence and singularly one of the
most recognized, honored and historic universities in

America, Harvard’s appointment of Faust is simply
another step towards setting precedence for women in
the wide world of high-level jobs.
Faust’s predecessor, Lawrence Summers resigned
in July 2006 and was criticized for commenting that
the contrast of scientific intelligence
and merit between men and women
had physiological reasons to blame.
As San Jose State University Professor of Journalism John McManus
discussed Faust’s rise to the top, he
used an example of the differing SAT
scores between males and females
— males accounting for higher scores
LINDSAY BRYANT
on the math portion of the test and
females receiving better marks on the verbal section.
In a 2006 press release by the College Board, the
administers of the SAT tests, it stated that with the
addition of the writing section female students scored
11 points higher than males in both verbal areas.
In the math section, as McManus accurately considered, males scored 34 points higher than females,
536 compared to 502 on average scored by high
school females.
San Jose has even been instrumental in bringing

women onto the same level of professionalism as men.
In 1974 Janet Gray Hayes became the 60th mayor
of San Jose and the first female mayor in an American
city with a population over 500,000 people.
Shortly thereafter, San Jose became known as the
“feminist capitol of the country” in Janet Flammang’s
book, “Women’s Political Voice: How Women are
Transforming the Practice and Study of Politics,” a
phrase referred to by many at the time of Hayes election and 72 percent re-election in 1978.

“I look proudly upon the achievements of
these women ...”
Hayes told the Indiana University Foundation during her tenure, “As mayor I realized that women had
to do more than just a good job. They had to excel.”
These examples may only be small by comparison
in the grand scheme, but as a Tuesday feminist — despite test scores or an inane statement by a man in
power, Faust, Hayes and others are setting standards
above and beyond what a test can measure.

I look proudly upon the achievements of these
women and leave you with these final words of intrinsic wisdom …
Anything you can do, I can do better.
Alright, so not anything, per se.
I couldn’t tell you offhand that the difference between the 1964-65 Ponitac Tempest and the 1966
model is that the GTO was an option package and
then offered as its own model, or that you should buy
a Sony Play Station 3 over the Nintendo Wii, simply
because of Madden (thank you brother).
But to each their own, and for every male who can
tell you basketball stats for days, I will show a woman
that can do the same.
As cliché as it may be, embrace the differences between your male or female friends, professors and everyone in between, they are what make us unique and
interesting.
And please, no more sexist jokes, especially ones
with numbers.
You know my brain can’t handle it.

Lindsay Bryant is the Spartan Daily sports editor. “You
Write Like A Girl” appears every Tuesday.

GUEST COLUMN:

SPARTA GUIDE

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit information in writing to DBH 209.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of
submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

Today
Live Music
The School of Music and Dance is having its
listening hour concert series that will showcase East
Wind: Flute Music of Eastern Europe and Beyond
from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in the music building
concert hall. For more information, contact Joan
Stubbe at (408) 924-4649.
Government Career Panel
Learn how to search for jobs in local government and get tips on the application process from
government professionals from 1:30 to 3 p.m. in
the Student Union, Umunhum room. For more
information, contact Joe Bucher at
Joe.Bucher@sjsu.edu.
AIESEC
Come by to an AIESEC info session where you
can learn about internships and leadership skill. The
session will be held in the Student Union at 3 p.m.
in the Almaden room and 5 p.m. in the Costanoan
room. For more information, call (408) 205-7058.
Global Conversations
Global Conversations is holding its first general
meeting at 6 p.m. in the Student Union, Ohlone
room. For more information, call (408) 914-1994.
Kite Runner Discussion Group
Discussions of “The Kite Runner,” the current
selection of the campus reading program will be held
in the Student Union, Pacifica room. For more
information, contact Annette Nellen at
anellen@sjsu.edu.
A Reading With James Kelman
Professor James Kelman will be reading from
his work from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library, second floor, room 225 and
229. For more information, contact Mitch Berman
at (408) 924-4489.
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SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry will be
holding an “Hour of Power — Rosary Prayer
Night,” at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Ministry Center. For more information, contact Kay
Polintan at (408) 938-1610.
Wednesday
QTIP
The Queers Thoughtfully Interrupting Prejudice
will be holding its general meeting from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. in the Student Union Almaden room. For more
information, e-mail mastavic@mastavic.com.
Poetry Cafe
The library is inviting poets, both published and
non-published, to share poetry in the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in
the second floor, room 229A. For more information,
contact Rebecca Feind at (408) 808-2397.
Thursday
SJSU 150th Anniversary Deans Speaker Series
Keeping America’s Competitive Edge from Being
Stuck in Traffic Goldilocks is back in the house to
present a detailed conference about construction in
San Jose from 12 to 1 p.m. in the engineering building
auditorium, room 189. For more information, contact
Ahmed Hambaba at Ahmed.Hambaba@sjsu.edu.
Resume 101
The Career Center is offering help to students
on resume writing from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the Career
Center. For more information, contact Hilary
Houston at Hilary.Houston@sjsu.edu.
Acts 2 Christian Fellowship
Acts 2 Christian Fellowship has weekly Bible
Studies at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Guadalupe room. For more information, contact
Justin Foon at (415) 786-9873 or jfoon1@yahoo.com.
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Where will you be in 150 years?
Probably dead.
Don’t feel bad.
I’m pretty sure Starbucks, global warming and
cockroaches will still be around.
One of the things that still remain could even be
San Jose State University.
Hopefully, it will have improved beyond a new coat
of paint, but who knows.
Recently, a lot has been accomplished toward
achieving the beautification and unification of the
campus, in the hopes of turning it into more of a
community.
Construction is currently taking
place on Paseo de Cesar Chavez, a
playground is being built for occupational therapy, three new gathering spaces are being planned and,
yes, a handful of buildings have
even received a new coat of paint.
Over the next several decades, I
KIMBERLY LIEN
hope more than just the look of the
campus will change.
…
So, it’s 2157, and I still have to sign up in person to
get a school e-mail address.
It’s not that it’s so surprising that I have to work so
hard to get anything done around here, it’s that here
we are in the 22nd century, and no one has figured
out how to eliminate even just an inch of red tape.
I’m new to the Spartan Daily this semester, and my
one of my first assignments was to write this column.
I wonder who my senior editors and fellow reporters are. There is no newsroom now and the Daily has
shifted entirely to online production and publication.
Back to the subject, the university is celebrating
its 300th anniversary this year, and a few things have
changed since its beginnings in 1857.
It has been three hundred years since Minns’ Evening Normal School opened its doors, later to become
SJSU, now known as California State University Fremont of San Jose.
I guess the CSU took a cue from Major League
Baseball on that one.
A few other things have changed, too.
We no longer use self-adhesive parking permits. Students don’t have to wake up at ungodly hours to stake
out a space. There are no parking problems to speak of.
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Of course, none of those things exist anymore because students aren’t allowed to drive to campus.
That was one of the more drastic measures taken a
few years back to try to create campus unification.
Forcing students to live on, or nearby campus, will
create a community, but nobody said it would be a
harmonious, coexisting one.
With the “no driving” policy in place, you would
think the public transportation system would improve.
Right, you would think.
Plans to bring light rail and BART closer to campus are still in limbo. City Hall never did recover from
that Houston Dynamo, previously known as the San
Jose Earthquakes, lawsuit.
I guess you can’t just unload a soccer team on a
city and expect never to hear from them again.

“There are no parking problems
to speak of.”
Speaking of athletics, the football program we
had going back in the early 2000s might have actually gone somewhere if it weren’t for that scandal that
shut everything down.
One person with a digital camera and an Internet
connection is all it takes sometimes.
At least we still have hockey, even if they are still
just a club.
Maybe some of the buildings have been fixed up
— the mysterious disappearing room numbers in the
engineering building have been replaced — but the
administration is what needs an overhaul.
I don’t call adding eight extra windows to the Student Services Center counter an improvement when
you haven’t hired anyone to staff the empty windows.
I can do without having been able to see an academic counselor for the five — and counting — years
I’ve been here.
I can understand that tuition is raised every semester
because we are really just investing in our own futures.
I can even deal with that smell from those trees
that resurface every fall.
I just hope over the next 150 years, someone will
do something to change things up for the better.
Kimberly Lien is a Spartan Daily staff writer. Guest
columns appear every Tuesday and Wednesday.
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to the editor.
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Safety- UPD offers crime prevention, Rape Aggression Defense classes to campus
Continued from page 1

assured when she saw police officers patrolling around the library.
“Since I wasn’t doing anything
wrong it was nice to see,” Jones
said.
Along with the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library, which has
two UPD officers assigned to it,
Campus Village is a “high impact
area,” an area that Laws said is patrolled frequently.
Last semester there was a spree
of auto burglaries in the Campus
Village parking garage. Laws said
in a situation like that the UPD be-

gins a directed patrol in the area,
which increases the presence of
police officers, while a “comprehensive investigation” is underway.
Over time as the disturbance
subsides the UPD goes back to
their normal patrol procedures.
The weekly crime blotter that
appears on the UPD Web site
shows that the UPD also receives
calls to Campus Village for complaints that range from tampering
with fire equipment to drug possession.
Christian Garrucho, a junior
majoring in chemistry, says that he
feels safe on campus for the most

part and he welcomes the site of
the blue light poles.
“It is reassuring to see the blue
phones around just in case I need
it,” Garrucho said.
The blue phones are located all
around campus and are there for
quick access to the UPD. All a student has to do is press the button
located on the pole to place a call
that directly connects them to University Police dispatch.
The UPD Annual Safety Report
indicates that individuals can use
the phones to report an emergency
or suspicious activity and request
an escort to and from buildings on

campus.
“I heard about the escort thing
but I don’t know how to get it,”
said Cleary McTeague, a freshman
majoring in business.
The escort service that the UPD
offers allows students to request an
escort from classroom buildings to
their next destination.
The UPD will send an escort to
meet the student at the entrance
of the building and walk them to
where they need to go, Laws said.
The service also extends two blocks
off of campus.
The Annual Safety Report,
which is available on the UPD Web

site, is compiled by the SJSU police department and includes crime
statistics, safety tips and crime prevention tips.
One safety tip that Sgt. Laws says
students should be mindful of is walking in groups especially at night.
McTeague, who lives on campus, says that she also feels safe on
campus, except at night.
“I make sure that I walk with
more than one other person walking across campus at night,” McTeague said. “My dad always told
me to use the buddy system.”
Students are encouraged to report crimes they witness, or are vic-

tims of, Laws said.
“We ask students to come to
us and let us know,” Laws said.
“Someone has to point it out for us
to do something about it.”
According to their Web site, the
UPD offers crime prevention classes throughout the school year, including a women only self-defense
class entitled Rape Aggression Defense.
The class will be offered on
March 10th and 11th. Students
can register for the class at the University Police Department, which
is connected to the Seventh Street
garage. The cost is $5.

Guam- Students to do externships in S.J. Dean- ‘We miss her presence already’
Continued from page 1

ter’s degree program.
“There is no program in
Guam,” Weddington said.
“What happens is when people leave Guam to go to Hawaii, California or Minnesota,
or where they end up going to
school for speech-language pathology, they end up staying,
they don’t go back to Guam,”
Guam, a U.S. territory in
the Western Pacific, is only 210
square miles and has a population of over 170,000.
While there is an estimated
need for 250 certified speechlanguage pathologists in the
region of Guam, there are approximately only 35 currently
certified, said Henriette Langdon, a professor of speech pathology, in an online article.
Schools have a responsibility to follow the Individuals
with Disabilities Act, which is
a federal law to ensure a free
appropriate public education
for students with disabilities. In
order to fulfill the great need of
speech-language
pathologists
in Guam, a local program was
necessary, Weddington said.
“We were the ideal people to
be invited to participate in this
program,” Weddington said.
Previous partnership programs
in speech pathology have taken
place in Las Vegas and Saudi
Arabia. The San Jose speech-language pathology program is the
oldest of its kind in California.
Speech and language pathologists deal with disabilities that
involve speech, language and
communication.
For example, if someone
were to lose the ability to speak,
a speech-language pathologist
would try to help regain that
ability, Weddington said. If that
doesn’t happen, she said they
could teach alternative methods such as pointing to pictures
to using sophisticated computer
systems.
Speech-language pathologists
work with people of all ages, in
schools, hospitals and nursing
homes and are highly in demand.
“In speech language pathology
you have to have to have a master’s degree to work,” Weddington
said. “So we knew that we had to
return to offer a master’s degree,”
It has been one year since the
master’s degree program started
with 23 students from Guam
and its surrounding islands in
the Western Pacific, Weddington said.
The students take one or two
classes per term while working
full time as teachers, Weddington said. The classes they take
are a combination of online, in
person and mixed media.
Half of the students will come
to San Jose for the first time this
summer. They will stay in the
dorms and will be placed at hospitals and clinics in San Jose for
externships to gain practical experience, Weddington said.

Langdon, professor of speech pathology, taught two graduate classes
in Guam over the summer of 2006.
“It’s a marvelous opportunity

“We were the ideal people
to be invited
to participate... ”
-Gloria Weddington,
deptartment chair
for those very committed people to
get an advanced degree in speech
pathology,” Langdon said.
When they graduate in 2008, they
will have a master’s degree in speechlanguage pathology from San Jose
State University and will go to work
for the department of education in
Guam, Weddington said.
“I think it is an extremely im-

portant program because of the
shortage of pathologists,” said Jean
Jackson, a lecturer for communicative disorders and sciences.
Jackson had also taught several
classes online and in person at
Guam since 2001 and most recently during the summer of 2006.
She described the students in
the master’s degree program as being enthusiastic as teachers.
“They are very conscientious
and interested in what they are doing,” Jackson said.
“There are tremendous shortages in speech-language pathologists worldwide,” Weddington said.
“For example, in California, in
the schools alone, there are 7,000
openings right now.”
“They need as many speech pathologists as we need here because
children are going to have access to
education and need whatever support services in order to make education accessible,” Weddington said.

Continued from page 1

with her either through phone, email or letter.
During her leave, Sagatun-Edwards said she would be undergoing chemotherapy treatments to
fight the cancer.
She first joined the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts in 1986,
and served as a faculty member
for the justice studies department,
before becoming its department
chair.
Sagatun-Edwards was later appointed as dean of the college on

July 1, 2005.
Being with the department for
a number of years, Sagatun-Edwards has developed both professional and personal relationships
with many members of the campus community.
“Dean Sagatun-Edwards has
become a highly respected and
admired dean in just a very short
time,” Health Science Department
Chair Kathleen Roe said in an
e-mail response.
The news of Sagatun-Edwards’
diagnosis was sudden and devastating, Roe said.
“Like all good leaders, she has

established a strong team that will
continue in her absence, but we
miss her presence already,” Roe
said.
“We want her to know that we
are carrying on,” Roe said, “doing
the things we have planned, and
spreading her joyous spirit of CASA’s essential purpose – ‘to shape
the future of the way we live, work,
and play.’”
The College of Applied Sciences and Arts includes eight departments, four schools and three academic programs. Some of which
include: aerospace, kinesiology,
nursing and military science.

Got a hot news tip? Contact the
Spartan Daily at spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu
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Kelman- Emphasizes American art history Recycle- Some say attitude needs to change
Continued from page 1

something to inspire him.
“It’s work,” Kelman said. “You just have to do it.”
He said he tries to pass this idea on to his students.
Canice Wynne, a student in Kelman’s Special Topics in Literature course, said he has a unique teaching
style.
“He looks at things from a different perspective,”
Wynne said. “I wake up and think ‘Oh cool. I get to
go to Kelman’s class today.’ I think his class is freeing
up my writing.”
Matthew Widener, an English graduate student
and Kelman’s assistant, said Kelman has a new way
of discussing art.
“It’s great to hear how an artist looks at art as an
artist,” Widener said. “They learn to appreciate art
from an artist’s point of view.”
Kelman’s Special Topics in Literature course examines the work of American authors.
“I hope to put students in touch with American
writers who were committed artists during a very difficult period — the first half of last century,” Kelman
said.
His course focuses on authors who wrote about the
struggles of working class people in America during
that time, such as Tom Kromer and Meridel Le Sueur.

Kelman, who is from Scotland, said his course features the work of artists who experienced difficulty
having their writings accepted in the United States
during the early 1900s.
“People from other countries are constantly surprised that Americans seem to prefer not knowing
their own history,” Kelman said. “So, I am hoping
some students might prove exceptions to the rule
and do their own digging and respect these writers
rather than allow them to drift into obscurity. If this
was my country, those writers and artists would be
heroes.”
Books written by Kelman are available at the Spartan Bookstore.

short of action.
Vanessa Lising, a senior studying communications, says she
knows there is a lot she can do
for the environment but wouldn’t
spend her free time in the environmental club.
Carra Duggal, an environmental studies major explains
that action is a hard thing to ask
for when students’ lives are occupied with school and work, but
walking a few more steps to a recycling bin is a step in the right
direction.
“I think it depends on the person,” said Phillip Kwan, a senior
majoring in kinesiology. “Plus this
is a commuter school in an urban
area and no one really cares.”
Amie Frisch cares. A founder

and member of the environmental
club says she continues with fellow club members to work hard to
make SJSU a “greener” university.

“I think it depends
on the person.”
-Phillip Kwan, senior,
kinesiology
“More work can always be
done. Ideally wherever there is
a garbage can there should be a
recycling bin right next to it, so
people can go up to it and have a
choice,” Frisch said. “I think most
people go to the nearest thing.
People are not going to hold their
recyclables, it’s not convenient.”

Another concern for a number
of people on campus is the lack of
recycling centers indoors.
“Near the Student Union there
are several recycling bins,” said adolescent development major Maryam
Amir. “But when you get into the
buildings, in general, there isn’t.”
According to Olszewski most
of the garbage created is in the
offices. And Frisch agrees with
Olszewski, saying that most of the
paper waste is coming from within
the buildings and believes the best
place to start fixing the recycling
problem is there.
For now recycling programs
are being implemented in some
office buildings Olszewski said.
The mini-can program provides professors and staff with
quart-sized cans for their non-recyables so the other wastebaskets
will be used solely for paper.

CORRECTION: Due to technical malfunctions on deadline
Sunday Feb. 11th, an un-edited version of this story went to
print. Below lies the correct version.
ABOVE: James Kelman, a
San Jose State University visiting scholar for
the English department
handles his glasses in
class on Monday.
LEFT: Kelman listens to
students in his graduate seminar on fiction
writing — one of the two
courses he is teaching this
semester.
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Continued from page 1

Business 100W drops out of
school, not offered in Spring
“I think it opens up more sections for business majors because
SENIOR STAFF WRITER they can pick from different types
of classes,” Ostadsharif said.
Students of the school of busiBruce Kravitz, the director
ness that came to classes this se- of the advisement center for the
mester discovered that the curric- college of business said that he
ulum no longer offered 100W, the believed the university had to
writing workshop course required discontinue the courses. He infor graduation. However, business formed the students in the advisestudents may take the course from ment lab with a few fliers detailing
other departments.
what classes students can take to
Nancie Fimbel, former associ- meet the requirements.
ate dean of the college of busi“Courses that supplement the
ness, said that the 100W class was 100W class are the language and
dropped in order to meet guide- linguistics department course, the
lines put down by the Association English 100WB course, and the
to Advance Collegiate Schools of communication studies course,”
Business in 2003.
Kravitz said.
The guidelines stated that only
Students that were farther
professors with a Ph.D. can teach along in their majors had no probthe 100W writing workshop.
lems with the change because they
“In order to meet the associ- had already taken the class.
ation’s accreditation standards,”
Melanie Neishi, a senior maFimbel said, “We had to cut the joring in accounting, said that it
100W class because most of the doesn’t affect her because she has
professors teaching it were part completed the class. However, she
time professors without Ph. D.’s, was a little concerned that some
and so we moved the courses to students might not get so much
other departments that didn’t of a focus on business in the other
have the same requirements.”
workshops that are in other deParsha Ostadsharif, a junior partments. “I guess in order to
majoring in management informa- maintain accreditation the college
tion systems, said he wasn’t exactly had to discontinue Business 100W
sure why the business department and allow other departments to
did it, although it didn’t affect him accept business majors into their
because he had already taken it.
100W workshops.” Kravitz said.
ADAM BROWNE

Nirav Shah, a senior majoring in management information
systems, said there were good and
bad things about the change.
“The good thing is that we can
go to other writing workshops
offered in other departments,”
Shad said. “But the bad thing is
they might not teach the business
aspects of them.”
Cynthia Daily, a senior majoring in accounting, felt that the
previously offered 100W class was
beneficial in that it helped her to
prepare for various business related projects.
Patrick Yu, a senior majoring
in finance, took the 100W course
over the Internet last year before
the change occurred.
“The class entailed a lot of
reading, writing and quizzes,” Yu
said. “Every week I had an assignment and discussion board.”
Other students were not so
sure that the change was going to
be good for them.
Paul Mosso, a senior majoring
in business finance, thought that it
was a shame that the department
is no longer offering the course.
“I feel that that there might
not be a consistency with different
departments doing the workshop
and business students might not
learn as much,” he said.
Bisma Burney, a senior majoring in business, said she didn’t
know why the department cut
the class, but thought it might be
an inconvenience to have to take
it in another department.
“I’m taking English 100WB
to meet the requirement,” said
Viral Shah, a senior majoring
in business and finance. “It’s the
same course, but the department
has changed.”
Shah said that he knows that
the professor that teaches the
course has moved to another
100W course and teaches it using the same textbook.
Gary Tong, a senior majoring
in accounting and information
systems, said he took the business course last semester.
“I think it’s not a good idea
for the department to have cut
it because business students need
curriculum that is oriented to
their major,” Tong said. “Newer
students may not learn proper
business writing techniques.”
Fimbel said that many of the
professors teaching 100W in
other departments moved from
the business college to teach the
courses there.
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MOVIE QUOTE OF THE DAY:

“Valentineʼs Day is a day invented by greeting card
companies to make people feel like crap. “
—Jim Carrey, ʻEternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind,ʼ 2004
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FROM AN ENTERTAINMENT PERSPECTIVE:

Hollywood unleashes a case of sequel fever for 2007
Third installments of ‘Shrek,’ ‘Pirates’
and ‘Spider-man’ due out this summer
RAINIER RAMIREZ
STAFF WRITER

What does a web-slinger, an ogre and a
pirate have in common?
Well they are all coming back to the big
screen this year along with 25-plus movie
sequels.

Movie

preview

“Hannibal Rising,” which premiered
last Friday, as well as “The Hills Have Eyes
II” and “TMNT” (Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles) opening later in March, are only a
small sample of sequels to come.
The month of May will be a highly
contested month at the box ofﬁce. “Spiderman 3,” “Shrek the Third” and “Pirates
of the Caribbean: At Worlds End,” are the
third installments of their respective series,
all premiering within a three week period.
These three movies are expected to become the top grossing movies of the year
because their previous sequels are within
the top 10 all time box ofﬁce earnings in
America, according to the-numbers.com.
In an interview for Time Magazine,

industry analyst Gitesh Pandya estimated
that each of the ﬁlms should earn at least
$1 billion, including worldwide box ofﬁce
sales, DVD sales and TV airing rights.
“Spider-man 3” seems to be a popular
choice between San Jose State University
students.
“It has Venom, one of the rawest characters in Spiderman,” said Chris Henderson, a senior majoring in political science.
He said that the original is usually better.
“The sequel is usually not that good,
but the ﬁrst one will force you into watching it,” Henderson said.
While money is a big factor in choosing
what movies are made, some believe that
there are other reasons.
“It depends more on the fan base that
movies get sequels,” said Kristine Santos,
a sophomore majoring in animation and
illustration. She was interested in watching
“Spider-man 3” and “Pirates of the Caribbean: At Worlds End” because she enjoyed
the previous sequels.
Also in May will be “28 Weeks Later,”
the sequel to 2002’s “28 Days Later” about
a plague outbreak.
June will have “Ocean’s 13,” which will
be the ﬁnal movie in the “Ocean’s” series,
according to its director Steven Soderbergh. Actors George Clooney, Brad Pitt
and Matt Damon will be reprising their
roles in the movie.
The gory thriller “Hostel: Part II,” will
begin from where last year’s original ended.

Another anticipated superhero sequel
of the year, “Fantastic Four: Rise of the
Silver Surfer,” will have its cast return to
battle a computer generated villain.
“Evan Almighty” is the sequel to “Bruce
Almighty,” but starring comedian Steve
Carell instead of Jim Carrey.

COURTESY OF DINO DE LAURENTIIS COMPANY

“Live Free or Die Hard” is the fourth
movie in the action packed “Die Hard” series, coming back after a 12-year absence.
“Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix,” the ﬁfth movie in the series, is
preparing for release in July.
A long awaited “Rush Hour 3” is expected for August, with Jackie Chan and Chris
Tucker bringing their action and comedy
antics to Paris. There was a delay in the production of this ﬁlm because Tucker had been
making many demands, according to Chan
in an Associated Press article.
“I would watch ‘Rush Hour 3’ for
sure,” said Shawn Nguyen, a senior ma-

joring in ﬁnance.
He didn’t believe that Hollywood is running out of ideas, and said that writers can
always make something up. “It’s for their
convenience, since it’s hard to promote
new ideas,” Nguyen said.
Ending the year will be “Alien vs. Predator
2,” with a new cast and “National Treasure:
Book of Secrets,” with a full returning cast.
Horror thrillers “Ring 3” and “Saw 4”
have been announced for a 2007 release,
but are still in pre-production. “Sin City 2” has been
given a release date in September in Britain, but no
word on when it will come
to the U.S.
Creating sequels has
been very proﬁtable for
Hollywood ﬁlm distributors. It is easier to go back
to familiar ideas instead of
spending a lot to introduce
and advertise new concepts.
“Sequels are not good
as the original,” said Cam
Vi Auduong, a junior majoring in occupational
therapy. “It’s a plot to
make more money.” From
the list of sequels for this
year, he said he was anticipating “Spider-man 3”
because the trailer made it
look very well done.
Last years “Pirates
of the Caribbean: Dead
Mans Chest” became the
highest grossing ﬁrst week

CLASSIFIEDS
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

ROOMMATE WANTED
$550.00 South San Jose, 1/4 utilities, full priv. No smoking
(408)509-0834

EMPLOYMENT
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST PT positions avail
in S’vale restaurant. Flex hours,
$11.00 to start. Call Wendy @
733-9331
EASTER SEALS seeks Lifeguards,
Instructional Lifeguards & Aquatic
Specialists, part or full time in San
Jose (Bascom & Moorpark). Flex
hours/ days, Mon-Sat. Call Tiago
@ 408 295-0228. Send resume to
jobs@esba.org or fax to
408 275-9858. $11-$15/ hour. DOE.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare, PT, PMs.
No ECE units req’d. Previous
childcare exp. a must. Please call
248-2464
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler & Preschool Teachers &
Aides. FT& PT positions avail. Substitute positions are also avail that
offer ﬂex hrs. ECE units are req’d
for teacher positions but not req’d
for Aide positions. Excellent opportunity for Child Develop majors. Call
Cathy for an interview @
244-1968 X16 or fax res. to
248-7433
WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT Camp
Counselors needed for a residential
camp serving children and adults
with disabilities. If you are interested in a challenging and rewarding
experience,
visit www.viaservices.org or call
(408)243-7861
MARKETING POSITIONS Our
marketing company is expanding.
We are seeking outgoing people
with drive to help us grow. No
experience necessary. Great pay
schedule! (408) 907-9689
SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more
per hour. Register FREE for jobs at
www.student-sitters.com.

VALET PARKERS WANTED
School is in session. Are you looking for a part-time job that is ﬂexible
with your busy school schedule
while making good money? Well,
look no further. Corinthian Parking
Services is looking for valet attendants to ﬁll positions at local malls
and private events.
Requirements:
ï Must be at least 21 yrs old
ï Must have a valid CA Class C
license
ï Must provide CLEAN DMV driving
record
ï MUST be responsible, wellgroomed and punctual
ï MUST HAVE PROFESSIONAL
ATTITUDE
If this is you, please call
408-981-5894 for an interview.
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental
business. Perfect for students. Earn
up to $250 every weekend. Must
have reliable truck or van., Heavy
lifting is required. 408 292-7876
EARN $2500+ MONTHLY and
more to type simple ads online.
www. DataEntryTypers.com
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
PART TIME OPENINGS
$17.70 BASE-appt.
Vector, the company for students,
has part-time openings available
for customer sales/ service. The
positions offer numerous unique
beneﬁts for students:
*HIGH STARTING PAY
*FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
*Internships possible
*All majors may apply
*Scholarships awarded
*Some conditions apply
*No experience necessary
*Training provided
Earn income & gain experience!
Watch for us on-campus throughout
the semester or CALL 866-1100
9am-5pm
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

After School Nanny $15/hr
3 kids need a nanny to p/u after
school & help w/hmwk, drive them
to activities.. M, Tu, Th, F 3:006pm. Loc. Saratoga (nr West Valley
College. Call (408)691-0495 or
email asst2034@sbcglobal.net

SUBWAY RESTAURANT NOW HIRING

WANTED

We are looking for friendly, responsible team players. Flexible hours
available for Sandwich ArtistsÆ at
our BRAND NEW location near San
Carlos and Bird Ave. ** Call Shawn
to arrange an interview.
(408)506-2389

$ SPERM DONORS NEEDED $
Up to $900 / month. - Palo Alto.
Healthy MEN, wanted for California
Cryobank’s
sperm donor program. APPLY ONLINE: www.spermbank.com

WORK W/ DISABLED
KIDS

EVENTS

P/T, afternoons 2-5:00 (ﬂexible),
4 miles fm campus, will train, reliable transportation a must, $14/hr.
(408)926-3944

FOR RENT
SJSU STUDIO Small Victorian
upstairs unit w/ parkng. Coin Lndry
w/ utilities pd. $700/ mo.+dep
(408)559-1356
NEWLY REMODELED ROOMS w/
private bathrooms available. Close
to SJSU. All rooms have private
entrance, full bath, microwave, TV
& small refrigerator. $600/month
includes PG&E, Water, Cable TV
& garbage. $300 deposit. Call for
more info (408)279-6100. Email:
magda@statewidere.com

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING for your
paper or dissertation. Experienced.
Efﬁcient. Exact. Familiar with APA &
Chicago styles. ESL is a specialty.
Grace @ (831) 252-1108 or
Evagrace@aol.com or visit
www.gracenotesediting.com
NEED A TUTOR? Want to be a
tutor? www.tutorsconnection.com
IT’S FREE!!!

OPPORTUNITIES
GLAMOUR/ART MODELS Female
models for natural-light glamour
and art photography. Will train.
(408)247-8779

SPARTAN DAILY
Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room 209
FAX:

YOGA SAN JOSE
1ST CLASS FREE
Vinyasa Flow Yoga
Prakasa Ma Studio
190 Martha St. Studio F
San Jose (park in courtyard, up
stairs, end of hall)
Mondays and Wednesdays 6:157:45 ALL levels welcome
Instructor: Amanda Amburgey
www.lotusloveyoga.com
YOGA is great for your
health!Afordable cost
(408)239*9682

408.924.3282
EMAIL:
classified@casa.sjsu.edu

ONLINE:
www.thespartandaily.com

ADVERTISE WITH
THE SPARTAN DAILY
EMAIL
SPARTANDAILYADS@CASA.SJSU.EDU
FOR MORE INFO
CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark,
and space is formatted into an ad line. The first line will be set in bold type
and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three
lines is required. Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be placed in
person in DBH 209 from 10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Rate applies to student’s individual ads only. Not intended for
businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not
apply.

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising
and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information. Classified readers should be reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should require complete information before sending money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations or merchandise.

ﬁlm of all time, making $135 million it’s
ﬁrst weekend. Since 2004, the top grossing ﬁlm of each year has been a sequel,
according to the-numbers.com.
Kristen Solario, a junior majoring in
graphic design, believed that Hollywood
was running out of ideas and relied too
much on sequels.
“They are trying to redo the success of the
ﬁrst movie, but it just ruins it,” Solario said.
“It’s just overdone.”
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Rain deadens bats in Saturday contest
After several postponements in weekend series, SJSU goes 1-1 against UCSB
MARK POWELL
& NICK VERONIN

“We had some opportunities
that we didn’t take advantage of,”
STAFF WRITERS he said. “You know, it’s something
you work on.”
Piraro said that it is still early
The San Jose State University
in
the season and the team is still
baseball team split a two-game sein
the process of identifying each
ries with the University of Califorplayer’s
strengths and weaknesses.
nia-Santa Barbara this past week“There
are certain guys … that
end at Blethen Field. The third
really
like
those
situations,” Piraro
game was postponed due to rain
said.
“There
are
other guys who
and will be played at a later date.
don’t
like
those
situations
quite as
The Gauchos defeated the
much.
At
this
point
in
the
season
Spartans 6-5 in 11 innings on Sunwe’re
trying
to
fi
gure
out
which
day but the Spartans were able to
guys,
you
know,
really
thrive
in
pull out a 2-0 victory in rainy conrun-producing
situations.”
ditions on Saturday.
The Gauchos came out swingSJSU stranded three runners on
ing,
taking the lead in the first inbase during the final two innings in
ning
with two runs on four singles
the loss to the Gauchos.
against
the Spartans’ starting
The score was tight until the end
pitcher,
senior
Josh Amberson.
when the Spartans had trouble conBut
the
Spartans
soon batted
verting base runners into runs, someback,
earning
one
run
in
the second
thing Head Coach Sam Piraro said
inning
after
third
baseman,
junior
the team needed to improve on.
Sonny Garza, singled to left field,
stole second base and was driven in
by center fielder, senior Ryan Angel.
Angel later took the lead back
in the fourth inning, launching a
two-run home run off of Gauchos’
lefty, senior Jeff Braun.
The edge would not last long,
however, as a lead-off homer from
Gauchos’ second baseman, freshman Matt Valaika, and two hardhit choppers, bouncing just beyond
the outstretched glove of the Spartans’ third-baseman, Garza, put
UCSB ahead, 4-3.
“If I had been playing a little
bit deeper I would have maybe
got them,” Garza said of the two
missed hops. “I mean, that’s how

baseball is. … It happens.”
The Spartans tied the game in the
sixth as Garza doubled to left center,
advanced to third base on a ground
ball and stole home after a wild pitch.
Yet, the Gauchos reclaimed the
lead in the eighth inning when right
fielder, senior Mario Lewis, connected with a home run against
Spartans’ pitcher, junior Michael
DeDonato.

“It was not a great hitting
day. The weather wasnʼt
conducive to having a good
hitting day.”
-Sam Piraro,
SJSU baseball coach
It didn’t take long for the Spartans
to once again close the gap. In the
eighth inning, the Gauchos brought
in their sidearm reliever, senior Justin
Segal, who promptly hit Spartans’
first baseman, freshman Kyle Bellows in the knee.
Garza singled through the middle, driving pinch runner, junior
Brian Yocke, to third.
A balk, a type of illegal pitching motion, from Segal was heavily
contested by Gauchos’ head coach,
Bob Brontsema. The balk brought
Yocke home, tying the game, 5-5.
“It looks like a balk,” Brontsema
said, “because it’s a very unusual
move. So, you know, it’s our fault for

not selling it less. We sold it too well.
… It looks very deceptive, which is
why it’s a very good move.”
But Piraro didn’t see it that way.
“I thought that was a balk all
the way,” Piraro said.
In the 2-0 win on Saturday afternoon, four Spartan pitchers
combined to shut out the Gauchos
in a game played under miserable
weather conditions, said Piraro.
Spartan senior Loren Moneypenny pitched six innings for
the Spartans, allowing five hits and
striking out four.
“I thought Moneypenny pitched
out of a lot of tough jams,” Piraro
said.
Sophomore closer Scott Sobczak entered the game for the Spartans in the ninth inning to earn his
second save of the year.
“Sobczak’s got an outstanding
arm,” Piraro said. “He’s got a good
demeanor for that role. He doesn’t
get shaken up by those types of
situations.”
Piraro added, “We feel pretty
good if we can get through to him.”
According to Piraro, scoring
two runs against the Gauchos was
impressive for several reasons.
“We didn’t do a lot offensively
today and I think that their pitching had a lot to do with that,” Piraro said.
The SJSU coach said he thought
the weather had a lot to do with the
low-scoring game.
“It was not a great hitting day,”
Piraro said. “The weather wasn’t
conducive to having a good hitting
day.”

PHOTOS BY STEPHANIA BEDNAR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

LEFT: Justin Santich-Hughes, a senior at San Jose State University, looks to throw
the ball in the weekend’s series. ABOVE: SJSU pitcher Josh Amberson gave up two
runs in the top of the first inning in Sunday’s game, falling to UCSB 6-5.

Gymnastics team scores high
despite falling to top 20 teams
MEGAN WOOD

Leah Bigelow, a junior
majoring in
journalism,
performs on
the balance
beam Friday
night at
Stanford
University.

STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State University women’s gymnastics team
took fourth place with a score of
193.175 in Friday’s meet at Maples Pavilion at Stanford University.
Stanford took first place with a
score of 197.275 followed by Iowa
State University with 196.075 and
Oregon State University finished
with 194.100.
“The three teams we competed against are tough teams
and we came into this competition knowing that,” said Leah
Bigelow, Spartan beam specialist
and junior majoring in magazine
journalism.
“There were some very good
teams here,” said SJSU head
coach Wayne Wright. “Stanford’s
No. 5, Iowa is No. 11 and Oregon
is No. 16, those are very impressive teams.”
Despite the tough competition, the Spartan gymnastics
team has much to be proud of
said Bigelow.
Alise Blackwell, a sophomore,
competed a more difficult vault
routine and scored a career-best
9.80.
“I decided I wanted to do
something new on vault this
week and decided to compete it,”
Blackwell said. “I’m happy with
my performance.”
Coach Wright agreed saying,
“She did wonderful, it was a good
vault … we had our best vault
score of the year.”

“(Minotti) started on beam
for us for the ﬁrst time and
she went 9.85 and thatʼs
unbelievable”
-Wayne Wright,
SJSU gymnastics coach

HANNA THRASHER/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The team’s finishing vault score
was 48.450 with Raylyn Cardeno finishing with a high score of
9.775.
Michelle Minotti, a junior majoring in business management,
returned after a three-week hiatus after fighting mononucleosis
and competed on beam with an
impressive score of 9.850, taking
fifth overall in the event.
“(She) is one of the anchors of
our team and has been out with
mono for three weeks,” Wright
said. “She started on beam for
us for the first time and she went
9.85 and that’s unbelievable.”
According to Wright, SJSU
came away with the year’s best
score in beam with a 48.725.
Also competing in beam, with
scores of 9.80, was senior Greta
Leach and Bigelow.
“We were a little wobbly on
floor and bars, but we finished
strong,” Wright said.

The Spartans started the meet
with floor and a team score of
47.975.
All around gymnast Veronica
Porte held the team’s best score
with 9.725. Jessica Khoshnood
grabbed a career best score of
9.650 in the event.
On bars, the Spartans came
away with an event score of
48.025 with Blackwell holding the
team’s high score of 9.650.
All around gymnast Blackwell
finished with 38.850 putting her
in seventh place while Porte finished close behind in tenth with a
38.575.
“This is a hard meet, Stanford is a big team, Oregon’s a big
team,” said junior Casey Jay.
“We’ve beat them before, but
it’s not about winning in gymnastics,” Jay said. “It’s about getting
the best score that you can and
improving where you are as a
team.”

